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Procedures/Deadlines

With and Without LB962

If LB962 Is Not Adopted

Each RD/DNA joint action plan is to be completed with one year after the NRD
passed the resolution to proceed to develop plan The

resulting deadlines are
Upper Republican NRDSeptember 2004
Middle Republican NRD tst 12 200L1

Lower Republican NRD se/ /0 oLf
Tn-Basin NRDAugust 12 2004

hearing on adoption of the joint action plan and on designating the groundwater
management area to be used to implement the plan is to be conducted within 60
days after the completion of the plan Notice must be published for weeks prior to
the hearing

The district is to decide within 90 days after the hearing if the joint action plan should
be adopted and management area designated and if so what ground water
controls are to be adopted

The order adopting the controls has to be published for weeks following its

adoption and it has to become effective within 90 days after its adoption

The statute is ambiguous on this point but the safe assumption is that DNR is to

adopt any surface water controls within the same time frame as allowed for NAD
adoption of the ground water controls In that regard if DNR determines that

surface water controls are to include requirements for surface water appropriators to

use reasonable conservation measures or best management practices DNA is to
allow those appropriators reasonable amount of time not to exceed 80 days to

identify those measures and/or practices and the schedule for their application and
utilization Whether that opportunity is supposed to be given before or after

completion of the plan is also unclear in the statute but the most reasonable
interpretation seems to be that the opportunity is to be given before completion of the

plan

If LB962 Is Adopted Prolected effective date is July 16 2004

If preparation of joint action plan has been completed by July 16 the stays on new
water uses and on increases in irrigated acres would not take effect Note adoption
of the plan prior to July is not required only completion of it so that it is ready for

the hearing concerning its adoption however the NRD and DNR would have to be in

agreement that the plan was complete If the plan is to be adopted after July 16 it

would first have to be compared to the requirements in LB962 for integrated

management plans IMPs modified if necessary to bring it into conformance with

those requements and then adopted under the provisions of LB962 as an IMP If



agreement could not be reached on the need for or substance of any modifications

the disagreement would be submitted to the Interrelated Water Review Board

IWRB for resolution Any temporary suspension adopted by the NRD under

current law would remain in effect until the IMP was adopted and took effect

If preparation of joint action has not been completed by July 16 the stays on new

water uses and on increases in irrigated acres would take effect sometime between

that date and August For the Lower Republican where the temporary current

temporary suspension applies to only part of the district the stays would apply in

only the same geographic area as does the temporary suspension For the Upper
and Middle Republican NRDs the stays would be district wide For the Tn-Basin

NRD the stays would apply to all that portion of the NRD that is in the Republican

River Basin unless that NRD under current law and before July 16 2004 adopts

temporary suspension on new well construction in more limited geographic area
and DNR does not determine prior to the stay that the temporary suspension

area excludes portions of the hydro logically connected area The stays in each

NRD would remain in effect until the IMP for that NRD was adopted either by

NRD/DNR or by the IWRB except that if the NRD held hearing within 90 days
after July 16 on the question of whether or not to terminate the groundwater related

stays it could decide within 45 days after that hearing to terminate those stays

Under LB962 the NRDs and the DNR would have up to years more annual

extensions allowed after July 16tçeplete each individual IMP and put it into

effect However the deadlines by the Compact settlement will come into

play before then


